


before, I think he was in the play where I embarrassed myself directing people at the 
end, I think that was the first time I saw him - what was the name? About Plays? It 
wasn't the wolf one. My mind stretches back over the blur of Mobius nights. 

Other colors have earthbound associations. If blue or even green or black I could 
speak of the flow of water, the movement of trees. But yellow is the color of sunlight 
and cowardice, of joy and terror, energy and dissipation. Metaphors of air are rar·e 
because unseen, but could prove as rich a ground as those of waves and water with the 
help of electronics. A yellow ball appears floating above the trees bordering a play
ground to my right. Then the sphere propagates, particles of energy, seemingly ran
dom, but undoubtedly creating trajectories mathematically describable. 

The balls float for an endless amount of time; I remember convalescing for weeks. 
Everyday I went out on the porch and blew bubbles. Irridescent planets that traveled 
across the street glinting through green fuzz on the trees. Entertainment for the 
invalid. Some lasted for full minutes never chancing to hit the branches. By the time 
the leaves made a full appearance, I was well enough_ to "take responsibility again," to 
"carry my weight" and forget the joy of floating spheres. 

The girl in front of me looks headless with her yellow torso wrapped around the boy's 
body, his legs sticking out between hers. Suddenly they part and push and wrestle. 
Then clinch again. It's so theatrical it's got to be faked. I grasp my purse and realize 
I'm reacting to a derelict walking up the path, he's panhandling for money. I did 
think it was odd that Marilyn would have women sit here vulnerable for however long 
this would take. Don't be so hasty, maybe he's part of it! What can happen to you in 
broad daylight? Oh, he's just young, not a derelict. He's here, he shoves a Polaroid 
in my face. "Have you seen my son?" he grunts. "No, I haven't," I laugh, the boy in 
the picture wears a brilliant yellow shirt. And now the tea party is over, the girls pack 
up and leave to the tune of Mellow Yellow. 

Oh, I'm afraid, I don't want this to end. And there is Joan walking towards me from 
a hundred yards away in the park, from the Point of Convergence of Umbrellas. What 
is she doing, she's not wearing yellow. A fellow comes sauntering down the path, I 
barely have time to see him before his bag breaks and thirteen yellow lemons come 
rolling my way. "Here I'll help," I say, a compatriot now. "Are there thirteen?" He 
doesn't answer, just looks at me strangely, but I don't care. "Happy lemonade!" I 
send him off and see Joan walking ever closer, I know she is the end. I sit and feel 
sad and feel joy in the presence of the bouncing yellow balls and clear June sun. 

"Yellow jackets!" a man brushes his head stumbling out of the bush. The bush is the 
proscenium arch. It's a stage with only half a proscenium. What does that look like? 
It looks like this. Or perhaps all the verticle objects are prosceniums. But then 
where's the set? 

Joan is close now, but it is hard for me to look directly at her for so long. Something 
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else might be happening, the play could still last for a long time. But, inevitably the 
end is visible, my brain quiets, the balls have disappeared. She carries a yellow, no, a 
golden flower, by her side. "Hello Sarah" she says. "This is the end, please exit the 
way you came." I feel as if it's the termination of therapy suddenly, that I want a hug, 
that this process has touched me and how can I just leave without any acknowledge

ment? I look around as Joan starts to walk away. To my left a yellow umbrella is 
open and pops closed. I know where to look, and I follow the circle around as one by 
one the umbrellas say goodbye. Goodbye, goodbye I sing, don't cry you silly. You 
are so sentimental I warn myself. I have 出e yellow flower, the scarf. I walk off
stage; awareness of beauty enveloping me. 
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